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The Regulation is Everything 
Hypothesis

� Less developed countries with poorly regulated resource 
industries, or weak property rights, will have a 
comparative advantage in resource products and 
therefore will, via the resource overuse hypothesis, be 
made worse off by trade.    



Some Suggestive Evidence







Skeptics View
� Regulation is important but costs reflect more than 

just entry costs or harvest taxes.  

� Better regulation can create productivity gains, 
lowering costs. 

� Productivity gains come from healthier stocks, 
and/or complimentary investments that raise  
productivity.  



Research Questions
� Do countries with weak property rights have a 

comparative advantage in resource intensive products? 

� Under what conditions do they have a comparative 
advantage? 

� How would we go about testing this hypothesis?  



Method
� Create two archetypes of good and bad resource 

management. 

� Let resource management be the only difference 
across the countries.

� Examine comparative advantage and trade patterns.  



The Consumer Country
� No regulation at all: open access, which implies: 

� Focus on steady states that are diversified
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Construct Relative Supply and 
Demand
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Relative Supply
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Autarky: The Consumer Country
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Proposition 1. The consumer country's relative supply of the 
harvest good to manufactures is backward bending. 
Moreover,

for p ≤ 1/(αK), the relative supply H/M is zero, while for 
any         finite price p > 1/(αK), the relative supply H/M is 
positive;

there exists a price pC such that for p < pC, the relative            
supply (H/M) is increasing in p, and for any p > pC, the 

relative supply (H/M) is decreasing in p.

� the critical price, pC, is given by pC = 1/(αSC) where SC is 
the stock level where Eq. 14 is at a maximum.

the critical stock SC is an increasing function of L, and a   
decreasing function of r.



The Conservationist Country

� Absolutely perfect regulation 

� Most conservative of all resource plans

� Construct relative supply and demand again



Tastes and Technologies
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When Infinitely Patient Equivalent 
to Max Steady State Rents 
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Rewrite in terms of effort
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Harvesting Labor
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Conservationist Country
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Harvesting Labor
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Autarky with Full Property Rights: 
The Conservationist Country
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Proposition 2. For the conservationist country, the relative 
supply of the resource harvest to manufactures is always 
increasing in the relative price of the harvest good.

(i) For p < 1/(αK), relative supply is zero.

� For p > 1/(αK), relative supply is given by Eq. 28:

(i) Relative supply cannot exceed H/M = [rK/4]/[L-(r/2α)]>0.

(ii) The conservationist relative supply curve is strictly upward 
sloping for all p > 1/(αK).



Consumer and Conservationist 
Supply Curves
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Proposition 3. The consumer and conservationist relative supply 
curves intersect only once. The associated price, px, exceeds       
1/(αK). Moreover;

� For p < px, the relative supply of the consumer country exceeds 
that of the conservationist country.

� For p > px, the relative supply of the conservationist country 
exceeds that of the consumer country.

� For p > 1/(αK), the resource stock in the consumer country is 
smaller than in the conservationist country.

� For p > 1/(αK), the amount of labor employed in the consumer 
country’s resource sector exceeds that in the resource sector for 
the conservationist country.



Mild Overuse
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Proposition 4. In the mild overuse case, the consumer country 
has a lower relative price of the harvest good in autarky, 
exports the harvest good in free trade, reduces its resource 
stock in free trade, and has lower steady state utility in free 
trade. The conservationist country exports manufactures, raises 
its resource stock in free trade, and gains from trade. 



Severe Overuse
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Proposition 5. In the severe overuse case, the conservationist 
country has a lower relative price of the harvest good, exports 
the harvest in free trade, and gains from trade. The consumer 
country exports manufactures, imports the resource good, and 
has higher steady state utility in free trade.



Which Case is Most Likely? 



Three Types of Evidence
� Evidence on Resource Use: do countries with weak 

property rights tend to over-exploit their resources?  

� Evidence from Case Studies: When countries liberalize 
does resource use go up or down?

� Evidence using Trade Flows: taking into account other 
determinants of trade, do countries with weak property 
rights tend to export resource intensive goods? 



Bohn & Deacon AER (2000)

� Estimate the impact of political uncertainty on resource 
use. 

� Step 1:  Develop a measure of political risk from first 
stage regression on investment.

� Step 2:  Use measure as independent variable in 
resource use regression.  



� Resource use measured by oil production, oil drilling, 
and deforestation.  

� Limitations: endogeneity of risk measure.

� Does greater instability cause overuse of resources or 
does the presence of resources cause instability?     



Drilling Model



Oil Production Model



Forest-Cover Model



Summary
� Poor governance structures seem to lower investment in

long-lived assets like capital.

� If capital is critical for resource overuse (i.e. oil), then
insecurity lowers use. If capital is not critical (i.e.
deforestation), then insecurity raises use.

� The effects of insecurity are very large.



Empirical Evidence II
� Lopez (1997): impact of trade liberalization on biomass

and agriculture in Ghana. Lopez (2000) similar but for
Cote d’Ivoire.

� Village level data 1988-1989, biomass measures, land
under cultivation, uses survey of villages plus satellite
imagery.

� Estimates an agricultural production function with
biomass productivity effects.



Findings: Ghana
� Estimates from constant elasticity estimation plus some 

additional assumptions imply: biomass is overused by 
20-40%; not complete open access.

� Agricultural equivalent export tax of about  17%.  
Removing it lowers real income by less than .1%, but 
biomass falls 3%.  



Findings: Cote d’Ivoire
� Finds almost complete open access use of biomass.

� 3 crop model of agriculture: tree crops, cereals, tubers& 
root vegetables. Each differ in their land use. 

� Complete trade liberalization, lowers cereal production, 
raises fallow, national income rises 9% in the long run!!



Great, but ... 
� These are not results from an actual trade liberalization-

they are simulations not case studies. 

� Trade liberalization exercise is subject to the Lucas 
Critique.

� Some tension between theory and empirics.  



Conclusion 
� It is not that obvious that poor property rights convey a 

comparative advantage in resource intensive industries. 

� Other factors matter; productivity can be higher in well 
managed resource sectors; and industry specific capital 
may not invest and this lowers harvesting. 

� Empirical work tells us the details matter; not only 
industry differences, but crop level differences too.  
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